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Basic Concepts:
• Judges, academics and lawyers express
disagreement over different conceptions of fair
use and its right application.
• Fair use allows the use of copyrighted material
without permission or unauthorized copying.
• It sets limit on the broad rights of copyright owners
to control the reproduction, redistribution,
performance, and display of their works.
• There is a market test for efficiency should be
undertaken for the allowed uses.
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Basic Concepts:
• This test is subject to the constraint that they do
not weaken the copyright owner’s incentive to
create the work in the first place.
• Fair use defines the threshold between legal
copying and infringement.
• The optimal threshold is derived by balancing the
social benefits of the use against the cost to the
copyright owner.
• Fair use represents a social subsidy from copyright
owners to those in need of access to copyrighted
works.
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Basic Concepts:
• Optimal use of IP refers to exploitation of the
copyrighted work in the optimal way which reflect
the legal use based on the copyright owner’s
permission.
• Optimal use is desired from the copyright owner’s
side.
• It leads to produce the efficient volume of
copyrighted work.
• Consequently, optimal use will maximize the profit
for the copyright owner taking into account the
minimum cost of production per unit.
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Justification of Fair Use:
• Objectives of fair use are: Criticism, scholarship, news
reporting and education.
• Fair use is justified by the presence of transaction costs
that prevent completion of beneficial bargains between
the creator of copyrighted material and potential users.
• Depcorter and Parisi (2002) clear that even if
transactions costs were zero, the market still fail in cases
where prospective users need to acquire permission
from multiple copyright holders to produce a derivative
work. (Market Failure)
• Fair use plays an important role in enabling
technological progress.
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Determinants of Fair Use:
• The objective and character of the use. (Is this
use for commercial or non- profit educational
objectives?)
• The nature of the copyrighted work.
• The amount and substantiality of the material
used in relation to the copyrighted work as a
whole.
• The effect of the use on a copyright holder’s
potential market for or value of this work.
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Determinants of Fair Use:
• These factors seem to be qualitative in nature.
• According to the IP laws, the court represents the
institution is responsible for detecting these factors to
decide whether the case under checking is fair use or
not.
• Regarding the objective of the use, courts consider
whether the defendant’s use was commercial and
whether the use was transformative.
• Recent cases suggested that a better understanding of
commercial use should focus on the substitution
effect of the unauthorized copying instead of the
identity of the use.
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Determinants of Fair Use:
• Any use of the copyrighted work in a product or
service sold to the public is direct commercial
exploitation unless the work was only used as part of
intermediate process or the defendant has taken an
extra step to somehow change the original copyright
work.
• With respect to the nature of copyrighted work, the
courts consider the creativity of the plaintiff’s work
and whether it was published.
• A transformative work is one that imbues the original
with a further purpose or different character altering
the first with new expression, meaning, or message.
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Determinants of Fair Use:
• The derivative work takes a preexisting work and
recasts, transfers or adapts that work.
• Accordingly, transformative use means making a new
work out of an old one such as Parody.
• Some judges look at transformative as synonymous
with a finding of fair use.
• If we look at the amount and substantiality of the
portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as
whole, courts have to evaluate how much the
defendant is alleged to have taken and how important
that taking was in the context of the plaintiff’s work.
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Determinants of Fair Use:
• As far as, the effect of the use upon the potential
market for or value of the copyrighted work.
• Fair use has been found in situation where the cost of
collecting a license fee would exceed the license fee
itself.
• If the defendant is an underdog in terms of attorney
representation a finding of fair use is more likely.
• There is no market effect where there is no effective
market.
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Objective of the study:
• Compare the economic effects of fair vs. optimal use
of IP.
• Formulating a mathematical model to reflect the
network relations between the key variables affect fair
vs. optimal use.
• Specifying the net effects of fair vs. optimal use on the
society’s welfare including the copyright owner and
user.
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General framework of the study:
• We would like to build a mathematical model using
game theory.
• The key players in our case are: The copyright owner,
user (consumer), government.
• From the copyrighted owner’s viewpoint, he/ she
wants to minimize the fair use and maximize the
optimal use and vice versa for the user’s side.
• The government grants the copyrighted owner the
legal protection for a specific period of time in terms
of exclusive rights, with special reference to the
Egyptian law.
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General framework of the study:
• The government identified in their IP laws the exceptions
under the term fair use as we discussed before.
• The copyrighted work is already published. (main
assumption)
• The copyrighted owner or the person who has a legal
permission is a producer of the work.
• The user of the copyrighted owner is a potential
consumer.
• The user may be a producer if he/she exploits it for profit
purposes under the fair use doctrine.
• The economic effects of fair use can be classified into:
positive vs. negative ones.
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General framework of the study:
The positive effects of fair use can be summarized in the
following:
• Promoting the copyrighted work to be sold by others.
(profits)
• Encouraging the scientific research.
• Achieving the technological progress.
• Developing the knowledge and skills of the people who
use the copyrighted work.
• Increasing the innovative works which based on the fair
use of the original works.
• Access to knowledge for the poor people.
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General framework of the study:
The negative effects of fair use can be summarized in the
following:
• Loss of copyrighted owner in terms of opportunity costs
in case of using IP by large number of people under the
fair use doctrine.
• The opportunity cost for the owner if the user pay for a
legal copy of work.
• Increasing the obsolescence of the original copy in case
of producing new and creative works based on the
original copy.
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